In IPR, a Patent Owner gets SASsy —
With a Bold New Interpretation that the Supreme Court SAS Case Makes for Bad in many IPRs

By the Banner & Witcoff PTAB Group

October 15, 2018 — Inter partes reviews (IPRs) are canceling patent claims. The U.S. Supreme Court decided that IPRs are constitutional, in Oil States. Almost immediately, institution of an IPR trial seemed to become easier. In its SAS case, the Court resolved that if the Patent Trial and Appeal Board (PTAB) instituted trial of any part of a petition’s challenge, then the whole range of patent claims the petition challenged had to go into the trial together. That is, institution became all or nothing. Two days following the SAS decision, the PTAB adopted “Guidance” requiring institution of trial for not only all patent claims but also for all of the petition’s grounds of challenge. Thus the current thinking at the PTAB is that if even a single ground of a petition should be instituted, then all of the grounds in that petition must be instituted.

But not everyone has been pliant on this matter. Indeed, at least one patent owner has read SAS to give the PTAB a different obligation in its institution decisions. This different reading is evident in Delphi Tech’s., Inc. v. Microchip Tech., Inc., IPR2017-00861, in a request for rehearing.

The petitioner, Delphi, asserted six grounds challenging claims. Before SAS, the PTAB granted institution on two grounds, and denied institution on four other grounds, finding those grounds lacking. First, it found No. 1 lacking because it did not believe a prior art reference had all limitations of claims such as to support an anticipation challenge. Second, it found Nos. 3, 4, and 5 lacking on reasoning they improperly incorporated by reference material that was essential to the challenges. Third, the PTAB found ground No. 5 to also fail to specify where each element of challenged claims were found in prior art references. Fourth, the PTAB found ground No. 6 to lack sufficient stated detail. Thus, the PTAB declined grounds Nos. 1, 3 (in part), and 4-6 as failing to meet the requirements for institution imposed by 37 C.F.R. § 42.6(a)(3) and 104(b)(4).
After *SAS*, however, and pursuant to the Guidance, the PTAB modified its institution decision to include all patent claims and all grounds Nos. 1-6. That did not sit well with the patent owner, Microchip.

Instead, Microchip requested that the PTAB reconsider. Rather than instituting on all grounds, it argued, the PTAB should have instituted *no* grounds—it should have modified its decision from initiating a trial to a decision *denying all grounds and refusing a trial*. Its theory, it said, was that *SAS* changed some IPR law, but other IPR law did not allow the PTAB to consider IPR petitions that did not meet requirements for petitions. It found “only if” language in the patent statute, 35 U.S. § 312(a), where the statute states an IPR petition “may be considered only if—(1) the petition is accompanied by payment, (2) … identifies all real parties … (3) … identifies … each claim … grounds … and evidence … (4) … provides such other information as the Director may require by regulation; and (5) … provides copies …” The Delphi petition, Microchip argued, failed 35 U.S. § 312(a)(4) as to grounds Nos. 3 (in part) and 4-6. The petition failed, Microchip argued, to “provide … information as the Director … require[d] by regulation.” It failed to provide information required by 37 C.F.R. § 42.6(a)(3) and 104(b)(4). The rehearing request’s source of proof of the failure, the request said, was the institution decision’s own statements that the Delphi petition failed 37 C.F.R. § 42.6(a)(3) and 104(b)(4).

This *SASsy*—bold and new—argument of this patent owner was considered in the final decision in the IPR. The argument was rejected. The result of the argument may require attention, however, even though the request to reconsider was denied, and *Cuozzo* bars most appeals from institution decisions. With the request denied, and with significant patent claims canceled, the patent owner may have reason to appeal, perhaps first to the Federal Circuit and then to the Supreme Court, for another interpretation of the IPR law. *Cuozzo* stated that it was emphasizing the narrowness of its conclusion that institution decisions were not appealable. It was not deciding, it said, appeal issues that reached beyond 35 U.S.C. § 314(d), and *Microchip* reached beyond § 314(d), to § 312. *Microchip* will surely have reason to appeal: the petition states the parties are in a patent infringement lawsuit as well as IPR.

If this argument ultimately succeeds, all IPR petitioners may have a bad time in IPRs ahead of them. The PTAB may continue institution practices of stating some grounds fail IPR regulations, which will give other patent owners similar 35 U.S.C. § 312 arguments. Or, the PTAB may change its practices in its institution decisions, and not comment on any patent claims or grounds except those for which it finds compliance, with 35 U.S. § 312(a) and all IPR regulations. That would prevent patent owners from asserting arguments such as the *SASsy* one, in response to much less expressive institution decisions. But it would *not* prevent patent owners from asserting *SASsy* arguments, as to any *final* decisions in IPRs that resolved that not all claims could be canceled on all grounds of petitions, because regulations such as 37 C.F.R. § 42.6(a)(3) and 104(b)(4) had not been met.
The upshot is that there may be much more sass to the SAS decision than now known from the decision itself, and from the PTAB’s SAS Guidance.

For more information on this or any other PTAB or IPR topic, please contact the author, Charles Shifley, the reviewer, John Harris Curry, or any Banner & Witcoff lawyer.
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The Leahy-Smith America Invents Act established new patent post-issuance proceedings, including the inter partes review, post grant review and transitional program for covered business method patents, that offer a less costly, streamlined alternative to district court litigation. With the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office’s Patent Trial and Appeal Board conducting a large and increasing number of these proceedings, and with the law developing rapidly, Banner & Witcoff will offer frequent summaries of the board’s significant decisions and subsequent appeals at the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit.